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#158 Raymond Sonoff, Web Sites produced by Mike Roth, Cincinnati's longest-trained Sandler
Trainer.

Ready to act? Call (859) 261-5908 to immediately reach Raymond Sonoff, President of Sonoff
Consulting Services, Inc., 271 Saxony Drive, Crestview Hills, KY 41017-2294 USA. ... or send an
e-mail message to "info AT sonoffconsulting DOT com" to get answers to your specific questions, or
make immediate use of Scsi's Contact Form 1 Web page, and fill out the form's fields citing
whatever you want addressed by Scsi.

Scsi's "Perfect 10" Set of "World Class Level" Web Site Best Practices
1.
2.
3.
4.

Listing of Scsi's "Perfect 10" Set of Web Site Best Practices
What does the presence of all these Web Site Best Practices really mean from a practical perspective?
Keeping the Focus on Customer-centric Benefits is the Goal of Scsi's Web Site Best Practices.
Scsi makes Web page assessments as easy as filling in a single-page document (on- or off-line).

NOTE: Relevant hyperlinks are included within the associated paragraphs to make your browsing
session productive and all the more enjoyable.
Listing of Scsi's "Perfect 10" Set of Web Site Best Practices
1. Web Best Practice #1: Every Web page is fast loading.
2. Web Best Practice #2: Every Web page is viewable with any type of browser.
3. Web Best Practice #3: Every Web page incorporates meaningful, descriptive 'balloon help' text for
every hyperlink (both text- and graphics-based).
4. Web Best Practice #4: Every Web page's navigation always remains under user control, thereby
allowing use of any combination of keyboard, mouse, or other pointing devices as hyperlink selection
tools.
5. Web Best Practice #5: Every Web page incorporates an integral and effective dual-domain search
window.
6. Web Best Practice #6: Every Web page's text viewing size selections remain under user control at all
times -- according to the particular browser tool's available selections.
7. Web Best Practice #7: Every Web page's contents will always automatically resize widthwise to fill the
entire browser window -- no matter what screen resolution settings or window sizes are in effect at any
time.
8. Web Best Practice #8: Every 'Print this page' operation automatically results in an intelligently word
wrapped, truncation-free, black-on-white printout of that Web page's main body contents -- regardless
of the page orientation and user-specified text size selection in effect at that time.
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9. Web Best Practice #9: Every Web page incorporates readily accessible contact information.
10. Web Best Practice #10: Every Web page validates against the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C)
specifications for Hypertext Markup Language (HTML), Cascading Style Sheets (CSS), and Web
Accessibility Initiative (WAI) Content Guidelines (WCAG).

What does the presence of all these Web Site Best Practices really mean from a practical
perspective?

Have it all ... Ubiquitous Web Access ... here and now on Scsi's P&KT Web Site

Think about it ... You can have it all -- here at the Scsi P&KT Web site. For, as you will discover for
yourself, each and every one of Scsi's Web Site Best Practices for a World Class Level Web site is
adhered to throughout the entire Scsi P&KT Web site.
Possibly, based on the usual Web site experiences we regularly encounter, the collective set of Web
Site Best Practices listed above may be judged by most readers to be unreachable -- or at the very
least unexperienced before you came to the Scsi P&KT Web site. Ah, but yes, convincing you that all
that Scsi has stated above is absolutely true is the challenge to be met, now isn't it -- to overcome
such obstacles and get on with the business at hand, right? Having said this, of course, it seems
that there will always be naysayers whenever someone claims to have made a noteworthy
breakthrough in any field of endeavor. That's also expected, isn't it?

Confirm all ten Web Site Best Practices are present for any Web page in the sonoffconsulting.com
domain

Nonetheless, you can and will be able to prove for yourself that each and every one of these claims
has been fully met. How? By actually putting everything claimed above to the test right here on the
Scsi P&KT Web site -- using Scsi's Test Criteria Evaluation Worksheet (STCEW) Tool as described
below, you will soon realize that all of these Web Site Best Practices have in fact been achieved and
that Y-O-U are the true benefactor. Isn't that what the Internet is supposed to be all about?

Keeping the Focus on Customer-centric Benefits is the Goal of Scsi's Web Site Best Practices.
The collective set of Scsi's Web Site Best Practices: is built on a foundation of conformance to World
Wide Web Consortium (W3C) standards. However, as you will see, the Web Site Best Practices
themselves need not be thought of as being listed in any rigid sequential or highest-to-lowest
priority order. Rather, Scsi suggests that you view these Web Site Best Practices as significant
contributors toward achieving a Web site design that remains focused on serving its visitors
effectively.
When and if any particular Best Practice catches your attention more than another, you might decide
to examine the related details by selecting the corresponding hyperlink for the Best Practice of
interest at that moment. Upon doing so, you will more readily be able to "read, mark and inwardly
digest" (ala, Francis Bacon) -- what has been achieved -- all by design -- and provided throughout
the sonoffconsulting.com domain as customer-centric benefits for everyone to enjoy.
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Scsi makes Web page assessments as easy as filling in a single-page document (on- or off-line).

Use Scsi's STCEW Tool as your basic reference

For your convenience, Scsi provides an easy-to-understand and easy-to-use Test Criteria Evaluation
Worksheet to use as a working tool that will make the task of reinforcing your understanding and
appreciation of what was just described above straightforward -- as well as transferable to others
either in hardcopy or softcopy format.
How and what is involved to accomplish all this? Don't worry. You will learn by doing. When and if
you make use of Scsi's Test Criteria Evaluation Worksheet Tool (STCEW) described and hyperlinked
to in Part 3, this will become something that you will want to pass along to others to learn.
Want a quick look at the STCEW Tool's Checklist?

Background Information

Keep in mind that Scsi is always seeking to help you increase both your personal and corporate
productivity -- through learning-by-doing exercises while visiting the Scsi P&KT Web site.
In a Hurry? Make use of Scsi's Test Criteria Evaluation Worksheet (STCEW) Tool -- see graphic
provided below -- for assessing any Web page's Degree of Conformance to Scsi's Perfect 10" Set of
"World Class Level" Web Site Best Practices.
To quickly find out what seamlessly integrated and clearly demonstrable benefits are claimed for
each and every Web page, take a moment now to read more about Scsi's Test Criteria Evaluation
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Worksheet (STCEW) Tool -- especially by using Scsi's convenient one-pager worksheet file:

With this document as a reference you can methodically proceed to quantitatively score any page -on any Web site -- you so choose to evaluate.
Once you've completed an STCEW Tool-based evaluation, you should then be able to draw your own
conclusions as to the degree of conformance -- for that specific Web page -- to Scsi's "Perfect 10"
Set of "World Class Level" Web Site Best Practices.
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Perform an STCEW Evaluation of any Web page of your choosing

Now, try this methodology for yourself -- for real. Below is a step-by-step procedure for how to
proceed.
With the STCEW Tool either displayed or printed out and in front of you, do the following:
1. Access a Web site page to examine for assessment for each of Scsi's ten Web Site Best Practices.
2. For each of the ten Web Site Best Practices listed, enter either a Y (for Yes) or an N (for No) as answers
-- based on what you have learned should occur with the Scsi P&KT Web Site as your model reference.
3. Tally up the number of "Yes" entries and multiply that number by 10 to get the Web Site Best Practices
score for that particular Web page.
4. Refer to the legend for scoring and enter the resulting number on the Worksheet box reserved for that
entry.
5. Assess the grade for that Web page based on the cumulative score, namely: Perfect (100), Excellent
(90), Good (70 or 80), Fair (50 or 60), Poor (30 or 40), Abysmal (10 or 20), and Total Failure (a
zero).
6. Repeat the prior steps for any other Web page(s) that you want to quantitatively assess.

That's how really easy it should be for you perform this evaluation process.
What will you quickly discern for yourself when you make use of the STCEW Tool?
The STCEW Tool is really an easy-to-use checklist, straightforward to understand, and anyone can
use it to check for the presence or absence of Scsi's Web Site Best Practices on any Web site's
pages.
What should you do to get other Web sites to fix their Web site's problems?

Let Web Sites know where they need improvement

As you gain experience in applying Scsi's Web Site Best Practices checklist -- refer to Scsi's Test
Criteria Evaluation Worksheet (STCEW) Tool for details -- for performing degree-of-conformance
assessments, you will come to more fully recognize which of Scsi's Web Site Best Practices are
overlooked entirely by the vast majority of today's currently designed and implemented Web sites.
Provide specific assessments to prove your point

With quantitative assessments in hand that confirm specific Web pages as needing improvements
you will definitely play an influential role by actually pointing out specific areas where improving the
quality of any given Web site should be focused.
In fact, Scsi encourages you to provide copies of your STCEW checklist results to those Web sites'
personnel. For by taking this action step, you will clearly indicate to those individuals that you truly
do know exactly where they are currently "missing the boat" in terms of maximizing the
visitor/customer/prospect/user Web experience.
If the Web site personnel are even a bit smart, they will listen to you, implement those needed
changes for everyone's benefit, and you can take full credit -- once they do come through with the
promised changes -- that you brought this matter to their attention.
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Major Navigation Links

NAVIGATION: Skip to MAIN HEADING of this page, view or download a PDF version of this Web
page's main contents (including associated hyperlinks), jump to the TOP of this page, or visit the
Portal, Home, Expanded Home, Graphics-based Home, About Scsi, Site Map, Productivity, Scsi's
WebKISS™ Guides, Other Web Sites, or Contact Us page of the Scsi P&KT Web Site.
Need immediate assistance?

Call (859) 261-5908 to immediately reach Raymond Sonoff, President of Sonoff Consulting
Services, Inc. (Scsi), 271 Saxony Drive, Crestview Hills, KY 41017-2294 USA, send an e-mail
message to "info AT sonoffconsulting DOT com" to get answers to your specific questions, or access
Scsi's Contact Form 1 Web page (or the thumbnail image provided below), and fill out the form's
fields citing whatever you want addressed by Scsi.

Remember: If you have some questions to ask, wish to request additional information about specific
topics, or want to send a request for proposal, Scsi always welcomes inquiries and will respond
promptly (often the very same day).
Web Page Validation and Contact Information
This Scsi's Web Site Best Practices Page was last updated, validated -- to assure full conformance to W3C's
HTML5, cascading style sheet (CSS3), and WCAG Accessibility (Priorities 1, 2, and 3, inclusive)
recommendations -- and uploaded on Tuesday, May 26, 2015 at 6:35 p.m. ET by Raymond Sonoff, President
of Sonoff Consulting Services, Inc. (Scsi), 271 Saxony Drive, Crestview Hills, KY 41017-2294 USA: Telephone:
(859) 261-5908.

Sonoff Consulting Services, Inc. (Scsi) -- Productivity and Knowledge Transfer Specialists

Scsi's set of thirty-eight (38) Pre-assigned Access Keys:
Sixteen (16) Alphabetical Characters: c: g: i: k: m: n: o: p: q: r: u: w: x: y:
Ten (10) Numbers: 1: 2: 3: 4: 5: 6: 7: 8: 9: 0:
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Twelve (12) Specific Symbols: *: ,: ;: .: /: -: \: ': `: [: =: ]:
NOTE: Two of Scsi's 16 pre-defined Alphabetical character Access keys, namely: j and s are not cited
here. However, they are always assigned to perform "Skip to MAIN HEADING" and "Jump to and
Select the Search Window's search string" functions, respectively, within the displayed Web page.
Copyright © 2002-2015 Sonoff Consulting Services, Inc. -- All rights reserved -- Scsi's Privacy Policy
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